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FRONT - END WEB DEVELOPER ALJBORY.MUTHANNA85@ GMAIL. COM 

ABOUT  

I am a web developer with a background in 
transportation and logistics. My goal as a 
developer is to find creative solutions and 
enhance the user experience. I value 
communication and planning to guide my 
progress in development. I am a team player 
with a love of sharing experience and learning. 

SKILLS  

HTML, CSS, DOM  
Bootstrap 4  

     React, Redux. 
Node.js     
MVC Framework  
JavaScript - JQuery   
API's , AJAX , JSON   

LINKS  

GitHub: aljborymuthanna85 
Portfolio: www.mmcodes.com 

EDUCATION  

Udacity  
Washington, DC 

Web Development Immersive 
Feb - Present 2019 

University of Technology 
Baghdad 

A. in Computer Science 
2006 - 2007 

EXPERIENCE  

UDACITY 

Web Development Student 
February - Present 2019 

I learned web development in agile, scrum environment with a focus 
on functional programming. I developed apps is HTML5, CSS3, 
Bootstrap 4, javaScript, and Node.js. I am currently working on SPA’s 
project using React, Redux, and router. During my studies, I became 
familiar with Git and GitHub workflow. Improved on the reliability and 
readability of source code by following best practices. Focused on 
planning, modeling and wireframing of web applications. 

DHL eCommerce  

CS Specialist 
2016 - 2019 

I ensured a high level of customer satisfaction and perform variety of 
tasks such as resolving complaints and providing instruction. I also 
worked with a team of customer service agents to deliver projects, 
meet deadlines and guarantee client satisfaction. I was 

heavily involved in resource planning, developing schedules and time 
estimating. I managed a team of five agents and assigned tasks based 
on the skills of each team member. I was fortunate to develop a cultural 
training guide for deployed government officials to help them 
communicate efficiently and ensure their safety. 

SWISSPORT USA. 

Import & Export Dep Supervisor 
2013 - 2016 

I oversees  employee as they handle arrangements for fright 
shipments in a timely and cost effective manner. Ensure all the 
employees comply with the company regulations as well as the laws of 
foreign countries. Providing assistant throughout the process of each 
task to ensure and maintain good working relationships with clients, 
venders and government agencies. Collaborate with senior 
management and provide training to all employees as needed.


